
Canada's Security Audit Provider Introduces Niche
Assessments for Education & Industrial Sectors

ABOUT THE COMPANY: MEDIA QUESTIONS
Established in 1989, Informatica Corporation is
Canada's first information security advisory, doing
business as Datarisk Canada, Managed Privacy
Canada, OT Security Canada and WorkLife
Learning, serving SMB and FP500 clients for over 30
years. The Datarisk Verify Audit Portal and MPC
PrivacyDASH are Canada's only cybersecurity and
compliance portals with on-demand access to
certified expertise, incident management,
corporate training and audit planning.
 

 

Toronto, Canada, May 11, 2023 - Informatica Corporation's market leading Verify™
Risk assessment process is now available through subsidiaries Datarisk Canada
and Managed Privacy Canada to meet the growing concerns over data breaches,
regulatory compliance and harms caused by security incidents. 2022 has seen a
vast increase in industrial cybersecurity failures and personal student data
breaches due to inadequate education technologies, all of which can be
mitigated by proper privacy and cybersecurity management practices.

 The education sector faces increasing pressure to secure students' personal data
and ensure the robustness of educational technologies. Similarly, industrial
sectors are wrestling with cybersecurity shortcomings that could lead to essential
service interruptions. Informatica's extended Verify™ Risk assessment process
aims to protect these sectors from emerging threats by validating controls and
testing technologies.

 The Datarisk and MPC audits are two examples of critical, professional risk
assessments that are part of a much larger portfolio of sector-specific solutions.
For the education sector, the assessments concentrate on scrutinizing the security
of educational technologies and personal student data. In the industrial sector,
Verify™ provides a valuable, trusted attestation to the robustness of cybersecurity
systems against potential attacks and their regulatory compliance.

 With relentless attacks on personal data and critical infrastructure, the stakes
have never been as high as they are today. By broadening the Verify™ Risk
assessment process to these two pivotal sectors, Informatica showcases a
strategy custom tailored to each Canadian industry sector.

 The solutions are available on a referral basis to clients from May 15, 2023. Clients
keen on exploring these new service offerings are advised to get in touch with
Informatica's customer service team.
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Verify™ bridges the vulnerable gaps in education technology and industrial cybersecurity.
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